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                                   REPORT ON OUR 39th, 40th and 41st MISSION TRIPS 

 October 4th – 15th, 2008: Medical Mission to Sacaba and Cochabamba 

 October 4th – 10th 2008: Fair Trade Mission to local sewing cooperatives 

 October 11th – 18th  2008 Neurosurgery Mission in Cochabamba and Santa Cruz   

 

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 The medical mission team performed 19 gynecological surgeries at the Hospital Viedma with emphasis 

on teaching and equipping our partners with related gynecology supplies.  We also provided supplies for 

another 59 operations for a total value of $112,700.  

 

 The head of our Neurosurgery Program, Richard Moser, MD and his colleague John Weaver, MD 

performed 5 surgeries, provided teaching, and delivered $529,000 of spinal fixation equipment (donated 

by Stryker Corporation).  We also delivered surgical instruments, aneurism clips, valves for 

hydrocephaly, and other material valued at an additional $70,950.  

 

 We delivered large boxes of medications, anesthetics and surgical supplies valued at $60,000. 

 

 We delivered $1,101,400 worth of supplies to our Pacemaker Surgery Program that included 84 

pacemakers, 122 leads, one implantable defibrillator and numerous surgical supplies such as introducers. 

 

 The total delivery of materials broke our record at a total of $1,874,050. 

 

 The Fair Trade team met with 4 cooperatives to evaluate current sales and discuss future business plans. 

 

 Our dermatologist, pediatrician, cardiologist and neurologist saw 641 patients in outpatient clinics, rural 

villages and the jail. 

 

 Juan Lorenzo Hinojosa, Bud Sents and Ann Rhomberg met with our Bolivian partners who will 

distribute the medical supplies shipped via the container project of our Medical Supply Program. Also 

made plans for future containers.  

 

 Our newest board members, Bud Sents and Jim Bedford got a first hand experience of our mission trip 

endeavors, joining returning missioners Bruce Leech, Dan Yousif MD, Dan Lum MD, Fr. Bob 

Oldershaw, and Richard Moser MD.  We are grateful for this ‘active’ board!   
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MEDICAL MISSION IN SACABA & COCHABAMBA 

 

Our teams departed for Cochabamba on schedule, however, the preceding weeks of political tensions 

in Bolivia caused us to re-evaluate our travel, safety and mission logistics.  We maintained frequent 

communications with our Bolivian office staff as well as the clinic and hospital leaders with whom we 

would partner in Cochabamba, and together we determined that the civil disturbances in Santa Cruz and La 

Paz would likely have little impact on our Cochabamba mission location.  We’re happy to say that our 

mission activities ensued without complications of any kind, though we did note that the number of patients 

informed of our services was slightly reduced due to smaller-than-normal advertising campaigns resulting 

from our uncertain arrival (i.e., radio and church announcements) Once on the ground, our diverse teams 

provided a multitude of surgical and outpatient clinic services.  And as for the political situation, we’re 

grateful for the opportunity to spend an evening with a representative from the Democracy Center, who 

presented the historical context around the current government tensions.  She also welcomed our many 

questions and lively discussion. 

 

Surgeries:  Dr. Bob LaPata spearheaded our surgical team, performing 19 gynecological surgeries (i.e., 

hysterectomies and TOT procedures to ameliorate female incontinence problems.)  He partnered with 

Bolivian gynecologist, Mario Rivera, who traveled from Santa Cruz to join our mission effort.  One of our 

returning nurses, Nancy Snowden, recruited her Fresno colleagues, Heather Donohue and Cliff Van Putten 

MD, who partnered nicely with the Bolivian staff at the Hospital Viedma.  Dr. Dan Yousif trained the local 

anesthesiologists in the use of life saving LMA’s or Laryngial Mask Anestheia devices for airway 

management in emergency situations.   

 

Outpatient Clinics:  Our clinic staff included a pediatrician, neurologist, cardiologist and dermatologist 

who treated a combined total of 641 patients.  In many cases, life saving diagnoses and referrals were made 

for follow up care to be provided by Fundacion Puente de Solidaridad, our operations center that runs our 

ongoing programs in Bolivia. This continuity of care is critical to the poorest of the poor whom we aim to 

serve. 

 

Donated Materials: Our mission teams delivered the largest donation of materials compared to any 

previous mission teams.  We delivered a large quantity of surgical supplies and donated drugs including 

antibiotics, blood pressure medicines, skin creams and analgesics valued at $60,000.  Dr.Yousif provided 

life saving anesthesia airway devices with a value of $2,500.  The gynecological materials donation was 

$112,700.  The Pacemaker Program donation was $1,101,400 and the total of the Neurosurgery Program 

donation was $599,950.  Our grand total was:  $1,874,050. 

 

 

NEUROSURGERY PROGRAM IN COCHABAMBA and SANTA CRUZ 

 

Dr. Richard Moser and Dr. John Weaver had meetings with the neurosurgery community at the 

Hospital Viedma in Cochabamba and Hospital Japones in Santa Cruz. The focus of this mission was to 

perform surgery and to deliver spinal fixation equipment, which now enables the Bolivian neurosurgery 

community to better treat patients with spinal injuries.  This donated equipment will be closely monitored 

and we will continue to liaise with Stryker Corporation in hopes of securing an ongoing conveyance of 

material support going forward.  All the surgeries were life transforming.  In one example, Dr. Weaver 

operated jointly with our Bolivian partners on a young medical student who had a motorcycle accident 

resulting in paraplegia.  His spinal surgery enabled this young patient to recover significant mobility in his 

upper body, which will greatly improve his quality of life.    
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CHILDREN’S VISION PROGRAM 

 

Thanks to the continued generosity of the Goff Gift Fund, the Children’s Vision Program  

Continues to provide for testing and eye glasses for some of the poorest students Bolivia’s classrooms.   

Our delegation had the opportunity to visit some of these schools and participate in the distribution of glasses for 

students previously tested and diagnosed with vision problems. Christin Hinojosa, Program Director, later met 

with our Bolivian staff to evaluate growth potential for this program in 2009 and 

plan for necessary resources. 

 

 

FAIR TRADE MISSION 

 

Bruce Leech, Solidarity Bridge Board Chair, returned yet again to lead our Fair Trade group on a 

journey that would include visits to four fair trade cooperatives.  Our partnership with Dharma Trading 

remains effective in making US markets accessible to the Warmis, Ulala, Tata Esteban and K’anchay 

cooperatives.  Additionally, the K’anchay cooperative has seen increased production of Solidarity Clothing 

polo shirts, thanks to the sales leadership of Program Coordinator, Jennifer Moran, who returned again to 

join this mission team effort. 

 

 

PATIENT PROFILES and MISSION PICTURES 

 

Erwin Rivera Arancibia is a 36 year old day laborer who had an accident while loading large boxes 

onto a truck.  His injury was to the cervical section of the spine.  His operation was successful and he should 

have a good recovery. Here are some of his words from the socioeconomic report prepared by our social 

worker in Bolivia (translated here from Spanish)  “It is a blessing from God to have found you (the mission 

team), for out of our own resources, I would have remained paralyzed.  I promise to God that I will never 

again stray from my family since I had left them to fend for themselves, and now I realize how much they need 

me as I also need them.” 

 

Valeriana Mamani came to us after 

suffering for years with serious gynecological 

problems. Valeriana lives in the Chapari region 

and had traveled many hours by bus to come to 

Sacaba in search of help, bringing her 3 youngest 

children with her. Since she has no family in 

Sacaba to help with the children, she spent the 

weekend before her surgery traveling back to the 

Chapari to leave her children with their father and 

older siblings, then returning to Sacaba for her 

surgery Monday morning. Solidarity Bridge paid 

for the bus fare because Valeriana had no money. 

Because of this surgery, she will now be able to 

care for her 6 children without the pain and 

deteriorating health she has suffered from for so 

long.  
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             Two of our young clinic patients          Dr. John Weaver, one of our neurosurgeons, operating

  

 

MISSION TEAM MEMBERS:  OCTOBER 2008 

 

MEDICAL MISSION TEAM 

Mr. Jim Bedford Board Member / Helper 

Ms. Heather Donahue Surgical Tech 

Ms. Gerry Dunne Nurse 

Dr. Jay Herrmann Dermatologist 

Dr. Andrew Herrmann Helper 

Dr Bob LaPata Gynecologist 

Mr. Bryant Leech Helper 

Dr. Daniel Lum Board Member/ Pediatrician 

Dr. Sarah Montana General Practitioner 

Dr. John Oldershaw Neurologist 

Dr. Mario Rivera Gynecologist 

Mr. Bud Sents Board Member / Medical Supply Program 

Mrs. Margaret Sents Helper 

Ms. Nancy Snowden Nurse 

Dr. Nancy Streitmatter Cardiologist 

Dr. Cliff Van Putten Anesthesiologist 

Dr. Dan Yousif Board Member/ Medical Director / Anesthesiologist 

NEUROSURGERY PROGRAM 

Dr. Richard Moser Board Member/ Director Neurosurgery Program 
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Dr.  John Weaver Neurosurgeon 

CHAPLAINCY 

Ms. Sarah Hinojosa Hospital Chaplain 

Fr. Bob Oldershaw Board Member/ Clinic Chaplain 

TRANSLATORS 

Ms. Kathleen Curran Surgical Team Translator 

Mr. Kurt Florian Pediatrician Translator 

Mr Rodrigo Caero Neurologist Translator 

FAIR TRADE PROGRAM 

Mr. Bruce  Leech Board Chairman 

Mr. Jennifer Moran Solidarity Clothing Coordinator 

COORDINATING TEAM 

Dr. Juan Lorenzo Hinojosa Mission Trip Coordinator 

Ms. Christin Hinojosa Ass’t Trip Coord - Vision/Fair Trade 

Ms. Ann   Rhomberg Ass’t Trip Coord - Medical 

 


